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Catnip Mouse Toy

What you will need:
Catnip
Polyfill stuffing
Pink felt
Gray felt
Thread to match fabric
Black Button thread
Black Embroidery floss
Hot glue gun, hot glue
9 X 3 Inch piece of fabric
Black Cord 5 1/2 inches
for tail

A 9x3 piece of small print fabric

Sewing Directions:
Copy pattern pieces to cardstock on your printer, and cut each piece out.
Or if preferred print pattern pieces on plain paper and pin to your fabric and cut out 1/4 inch
larger for seams.

1.

Fold the fabric piece in half.
right sides together.
Trace around mouse body with pencil.

2.

Cut 5 1/2 inches of black cord
and tie a knot in one end.
Open fabric.
Place tail to right side of fabric where tail
opening is marked. Make sure knot is on left.
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4.

3.

Photo shows tail placement on mouse body

5.

Trim seams around body 1/4 inch. leave
opening for turning a little wider.

Stitch on line for mouse body. making sure
the tail cord is tucked up inside body. Back
stitch over tail cord. remember to leave
opening to turn right side out.

6.

When done mouse body should look as
pictured.
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8.

7.

Mouse body should look as photo.

Turn inside out.

9.

Press mouse body.

11.

Stuff Catnip in mid body.

10.

Stuff mouse with polyfill. moving stuffing
to nose end and tail end first, next stuff mid
body, leaving a finger sized hole to fill with
catnip.
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13.
12.

Whip Stitch body opening closed.
Embroider eyes and nose with 2 strands
of black floss.

14.

15.

Cut ears from felt. tracing around pattern. Two
pink, two gray. Hot glue pink ear to gray ear. Pinch
ears together and hot glue together.

16.
Cut a small hole with scissors where
ear will be placed. Apply hot glue to
edge of ear and push into hole. Or
whip stitch ear to ear mark placement.

View of ears from back
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17.

Thread needle with button thread.
Knot an inch from end. Take needle
thread through to one side of nose.
Go back and forth threading thread on each
side of nose. For as many whiskers as desired.
Knotting close to nose so thread won't pull out.

18.

Finished Catnip Mouse

